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INTRODUCTION 
Complex polynomial splines, having knots on a Jordan curve in the com- 
plex plane, were introduced [l] by the authors as representing natural exten- 
sions of complex cubic splines [2] and of periodic real polynomial splines [3, 
41. Their importance lies in the property that analytic splines, to which they 
lead directly, can be employed in very effective ways to the approximation 
of analytic functions. 
Questions of existence and uniqueness of complex polynomial splines are 
difficult-much more so than in the case of periodic real splines where 
minimum norm or best approximation properties yield the desired theorems. 
Complex polynomial splines with knots equispaced on the unit circle, which 
are of prime interest because of their relation to the Taylor series, can be 
studied with a special set of techniques related to that employed with periodic 
lea1 polynomial splines on uniform meshes. 
The purpose of this paper is to present, in this special case, proofs of 
existence and uniqueness, the spline coefficient recursion formula and the 
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extension of the Hille polynomials and their recurrence relation, the inverse 
of the spline coefficient matrix and bounds for its norm in the case of splines 
of odd degree, together with methods for constructing splines and application 
of these methods to the determination of the fundamental splines. 
DEFINITION OF COMPLEX POLYNOMIAL SPLINE 
Let I’ be a Jordan curve in the complex plane and let points t, , t, ,..., t
appear on I’ in counterclockwise order, forming mesh A. Denote by I’j the 
arc of r extending from tiMl to tj , identifying t,, with tN . By a complex 
polynomial spline of degree n on r associated with A (i.e., having junctions 
at the locations tj) is meant a function qd(t) in C(+l)(r) such that qA(t) 
coincides on each ri with a polynomial of degree n. 
Denote by qj(t) the polynomial with which qd(t) coincides on rj . Let 
@ = qik)(tj) = qLk)(tj), i = 1, 2 ,..., N K = 0, l,..., n - 1. For convenience, 
set Mi = q:‘+l’, hj = tj - tjel . On ri we have 
q1’“-l’(t) = Mjel !g + Mj kp . 
3 3 
(1) 
Define (t - tj): on the curve r as the natural extension of its definition 
for reals: 
(t - tj)r = 0 for t on r,+r,+-+rj 
(2) 
= (t - tjy for t on rj+,+-s+~v. 
Whether the value (t, - tj)” or 0 is to be used at t = t, will be clear from the 
context. 
Given a set of complex numbersf, ,fa ,...,fN , the question arises as to the 
existence of a polynomial spline qd(t) such that qd(tj) = fj (j = 1, 2,..., N). 
If qd(t) does in fact exist, then following the approach of ([4], pp. 110 ff) 
we may write 
n-2 
qLf(t) = & $ (t - to)” d%o) + & 1’ qF”(4 (t - T2 dx, (3) 
. $0 
so that we have 
C4) 
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The last term in (4) is seen to be equal to 
AND WALSH 
Mk - M,, (tj - z)“+ - 
hk n 1 tic (5) tic-1 
1 MO (4 - t1K - (4 - to)“+ = ~ M,($ - top-l + y- 
(n - l)! I 4 
+ $ El Mk [(t, - h+Ji,, (4 - tk)n+ _ Pi - tar! ;jh - tk-l)‘;] 1.
Applying the same method of integration by parts to (3) gives, for t on r, , 
n-2 
+ gl; [ ""+in, Mk - Mk i,"-l ] (t - tk)n. 
The first wo terms constitute a polynomial of degree n - 1, 
We define 
n-1 
z+) = go ; (t - talk qY'(to)* (7) 
Q(t) = ; ( M1 h, Mo (t - to) 
(8) 
+ 1%; [ Mk+;k; Mk - MC h,M”-’ ](t - tk)j .
We now require that N > n + 1 and form the divided difference of order 
n - 1, Lf, ,fD+l 9.-9 fD+,J. The coefficient ofMO in the last member of (5) 
can be rewritten as 
-& {(tj - t1)“+ - (t5 - t1)” + [(t5 - t1)” - (4 - to)” + Nt5 - to)T. 
'1 
(9) 
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The first erm in (4), being a polynomial of degree n - 2 in ti , will be 
annihilated when the divided difference is formed as will also the bracketed 
expression in (9). For convenience p is taken initially to be zero. We obtain 
where, if we set 
we have 
42; = [O, 0 ,..., 0 d’“’ d’“’ dh’ kk > kf1.k - k+l.k+l, 
d'd 
kt2.k - d$s,k+l Y-.-P &t,, - d,%,,+,], 
& = [- (- I)2.y1,0, 0 )..., 01. 
Here the divided differences involve the points t, , t, ,..., t,-, .
Ifp>Obutp+n--1 <N,wehave 
Ifa PfP+l >-..p fs+n-11 = $ ~)t:M,+k 9 
where 
&k = [o, 0,~ 0, &ic,,+k , dEk+l.,+k - d%+l.D+k+l ,... 
den) _ w+n l.P+k - 
d’d 1 D+n-l.D+k+l 9
&b = [( - 1)” A;;; ) 0,o ,..., 01. 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(12’) 
(13) 
(14) 
(14’) 
'3 
It is seen directly that (13), (14), (14’) remain valid if p + n - 1 > N, 
provided we define tk+, = k t and modify the definition (2) to conform to 
tracing r from t, clockwise to tp+N = tD . 
The existence of the spline under consideration is conditioned upon the 
non-singularity of the coefficient matrix of the set of equations for MO, 
M 1 ,---, MNml resulting from taking p = 0, 1,2 ,..., N - 1 in (13). If this 
matrix is non-singular, then the quantities Mk are determined uniquely. 
We show in consequence that the spline itself interpolating to fj at tj exists 
and is unique. 
From (6), (7), and (8) we have the constraints 
P(h) = fj - B(4)* (1% 
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Let us choose p(t) as the polynomial of degree n - 1 satisfying (15) for 
i = 0 (P(4J =fo), l,..., 8 - 2. Form W,), p(h),..., ~(~~11 where P(&.., 
p(t,-J are given by (15). From (6) we see that [fO ,fi ,...,fn...i] employs the 
values at t ,, ..., tnwl of the function 
& (t - to)“-’ + 8(t)* 
Since [fs ,fi ,...,fn-i] s equal to the (n - I)th divided difference of this 
function minus M,,(t - to)“-l/(n - I)! we see that [p(t&..,p(t,+,)I is the 
(n - 1)th divided difference over the points t,, t, ,..,, tnvl of the function 
M,,(t - to>n-l/(n - l)! w ic h h in turn is equal to M,,/(n - l)! This is to say 
that p(t) interpolates to the values (15), j = 0, l,..., n - 1, and has (n - I)th 
derivative M, . 
If we make the inductive assumption that this same polynomial 
interpolates to the values (15) for j = 0, l,..., K (K 2 n - I), then 
Ep(tk--n+2),..., Ah+dl is again J4/(n - 1Y Th is is to say that the polynomial 
of degree n - 1 with (n - 1)th derivative M,, interpolating to the values (15) 
for j = K - n - 2,..., K (which is indeed p(t) by the induction assumption) 
satisfies (15) for j = K + 1. This completes the proof. 
UNIFORM MESHES ON THE UNIT CIRCLE 
Of particular interest in the theory of complex splines is the case in which 
tj = exp(j&), OL = 24N. In this case, the coefficients #EL in (13) are inde- 
pendent of p. We may represent the divided difference as a quotient of 
determinants [5], 
4% = 
1 t, t; . . . g-2 0 
1 t,+1 t2,+, .*. t”,;; 0 
. . . . . . 
1 &+k-l t;+,-r *** t;;;-1 0 
1 t,+k t;,, *.a t;;; d’“’ tWk.Wk 
1 b+k+l t:+k+l ‘*’ tit;:+1 &c+m+k - &fk+m+k+l 
. . 
. . 
. . 
1 t:+,-, t;+,-, .*. t;& d’“’ _ v+n 2,w-k - dtn’ _ s-!-n 2,~+k+l 
1 t;+,-r t;+,-l ..* t;;:-l d’n’ - P!+Z l,P+k - d(n) _ 8+n l.tu+k+l 
- WI, t,+1 ,**-2 &+n-11, (16) 
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where v(tp , t,,r ,..., t ,,-r) is the Vandermonde determinant 
1 t, t’, . . . t;-1 
tp+n-l) = . . ?+l 1 b+1 
. . . 
V(t, ,**., 
p-1 
.p+l . (17) . . . . 
1 t,+,-1 t;+,-1 *.. t;;t-, I 
It is evident that if thej-th column of both numerator and denominator in (16) 
(j = 2, 3,..., n) are divided by tkl, then the expression for +ci results. Thus 
we define 
The equation system in AZ,, Mr ,..., MNml may now be written 
where C(#), @‘,..., +rJ1 , O,..., 0) is the circulant matrix 
&’ &’ $2’ . . . p1 0 
0 &d p 
1 
0 0 &' 
. . . . . . . . . 
(19) 
We exhibit (bp’ for n = 2, 3,4, 5. Here 
h, = t, - t,-, = hie(k-l/2)im 
where 
and 
h = 2 sin $ , 
t, - tj = hj+l + hj+8 + .e- + h, 
(20) 
(21) 
= hie(j+k)i0i/2 sin(K -i) ,I2 
sin LX/Z ’ 
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Thus, by (12’) and (16), respectively, 
&’ = h12(4 - to) (t2 - t1) (t, - to) (tl - to> = & ’ 
1 to 0 
1 t1 h12 
$i"' = 1 t2 I@2 + AA3 - M/h~ - ha = 2 
wo > t1 9 t2) , 
1 to 0 
I I 
1 t, 0 
&’ = 1 ts h22 h 
wo f 4 , t21 
=.-A-..- 
h, + h, ’ 
which will be recognized as the cubic spline coefficients. For the uniform 
mesh on the unit circle, these three become 
&z/2 &I2 
2 cos a/2 ’ 29 2 cos 0112 *
For the quartic spline, +i4’, C:“‘, $i4’, $k4’ are 
h12 B22 + W&a + h,h, + h&2) 
(h, + 4 (h, + h, + M ’ (h, + M (h, + h, + h,) ’ 
B22 + WA + h&l + h&z) ha2 
(h, + M (4 + h, + 4) ’ (4 + ha) (4 + h, + h,) ’ 
which for uniform mesh on the unit circle become 
e-36~12 sin2 a/2 eeiai2 sin2(a/2) [5 + 6 cos a] 
sin a sin 3a/2 ’ sin a sin 3a/2 ’ 
eia12 sin(a/2) [5 + 6 cos a] e3iuJ2 sin2 a/2 
sin a sin 3a/2 ’ sin a sin 3a/2 ’ 
For the quintic spline, the corresponding coefficients are 
e-3iu sin3(a/2) e-3ia/2 sin3(a/2) [18 cos a/2 + 8 cos 3a/2] 
sin a sin(3a/2) sin 201’ sin a sin(3a/2) sin 2a , 
sin3(a/2) [22 + 32 cos a + 12 cos 2a] 
sin a sin(3a/2) sin 201 , 
(22) 
e3iaj2 sin3(a/2) [18 cos a/2 + 8 cos 3a/2] e3ior sin3(a/2) 
sin a sin(3a/2) sin 2a , sin a sin(3a/2) sin 2a ’ 
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We shall exhibit a recursion formula to generate the coefficients @I. 
This reduces in the limiting situation to the recursion formula for real poly- 
nomial splines. 
THEOREM 1. For uniform meshes on the unit circle 
Proof. For convenience we write 
noting that d,!:’ = 0 when j < k. In the Lagrange representation we have 
where the prime indicates deletion of the factor tj - tj . 
Now if n > 0 we have 
(tj - tr)Y+l = (tj - t,J (tj - tk). 
Hence 
di(nk+l’ - dj;+l - ( +1) _ (tj - t,-,E+l - (fi - t.kE+l _ (4 - t,)n=l - (4 - tk+lr’ 
h, h k+l 
= @i - tk-l)n, - tti - tk): 
hk 
($ - tk-d 
_ (tj - te)"+ - tti - tk+lK Q, _ tk+l) 
h 3 k+l 
inasmuch as 
(tj - tk) (+ + +-) = 4 ,:k-l + tj h,,ty . 
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We are to demonstrate, then, that 
From (11) we obtain 
dh) 
k+%k+l = 
Gk,, - tkK - @*+%I - tk+lK 
h kfl 
= ek(n-l)iol . 0, - toIn+ - (b - h)“+ 
h, 
=e 
kh-lhordh) 
B.1 ) 
where suitable restrictions are placed upon the subscripts to keep the meaning 
of (tj - tk)T consistent. We shall demonstrate (23) by showing that the 
terms on the two sides containing the factor d$ for a specific p are equal. 
First require 2 < p < n - k - 2. The terms on the left and right are 
indicated in the following equation whose validity we must demonstrate: 
&~.k+&+, - tk) _ &&+l.k+&k+p+l - tk+Z) 
$; ttk+2, - tj) $; @k+,+l - h) 
d’” _ 
=- k+Z, 1.k 
d’“’ 
kfx?.k+l --- 
@ @k+,-I - ti) n; @k+, - ti> 
I 
+ tk+!2 - tO 
d(d 
I 
k+%k+l 
d’d 
k+P+l.k+Z 
tva - to D; @k+p - &) - j@i+l - td * 
Multiply both sides by 
n-1 
p; @k+, - tj) 
d&L, k+l 
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and obtain 
tk+l, - tk tk+9+1 - tk+2 _ b - tk tk+, - tO 
- h - tk+,+l - tO 
-- 
tk+p h - tO I tk+D - tn 
-1 
I 
+ 
tk+2 -t 0 1 _ @“@k+, - b-1) 
tn - to I tk+,+l 1 -to ' 
which becomes an identity when the substitution 
is made. Reversal of this reasoning is valid. 
It remains to consider the terms containing the factors dj:i, d,!&,,, , and 
dj;“_‘,,, . For 41; we prove 
d~~,k+dtk+l - tk) 
n-1 
p; ctk+l - tj) 
+ 
tk+2 - to 
i 
dbd 
k+l. k+l 
d(Td 
k+2. kf2 
tn - to D; (tk+l - tj) - D; (t,,, - tj) 
This reduces upon multiplication by 
n-1 
F; @k+l - td 
d$,k+, 
to 
tk+l - tk tn - tk tk+l - to =- 
tk+, - hz I 
ei”(tk+l - h-1) 
h - to tk+l - &a t,,, - to i ’ 
which also becomes an identity when eia(tk+, - tspl) is replaced by tk+2 - t, . 
The terms containing the factor dgi-,,, should be related by 
&h+dtn--l - tk) _ d’,!i+~@n - tk+2) 
k - tk 
! 
d’?! R 2.k dk’ n l,k+l 
+ 
tk+2 - to d’n’ n l.k+l zz- 
tn - to @ (G-2 - tJ - fj; (tnpl - tJ tvz - ti D; (tn-l - tj) ' 
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which reduces upon multiplication by 
n-1 
to the identity 
&+l - tk &a - tk+2 _ &a - tk h-1 - tO 
In-1 - tn - tn - to 
-- 
I t* - to t,-1 - tn - l + tk+*t- to * I n 
Finally 
d,$+dt, - tk) _ te - tk d! n 1.k 
n-1 
This completes the proof of (22). It is noted that if the unit radius is 
replaced by a, and a and N permitted to increase without bound with 
k = 2a sin or/2 fixed, then the limiting form of (22) relates directly to the 
real polynomial spline property. In fact, as OL + 0, 
- = ekiaia sin(n - k) LX/~ : ha - tk n-k 
tn - to sin(ncx/2) 
, 
n (23’) 
tk+2 - tO = e(k+2-n)ia/2 sin(k + 2) a/2 : AS-2 . 
48 - to sin nff/2 n 
(23”) 
If we denote by c@) the conventional coefficients for real polynomial splines 
on uniform meshes ([4], p. 125), then 
lj$n - 1)l &’ = $p’, (24) 
and in view of (23) the limiting form of (22) is consistent with the recursion 
formula for @I: 
PROPERTIES OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
The eigenvalues of the circulant matrix 
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are Fl 
ek = a, + UlWk + U2Wk2 + *-- + upJ&p, 
Wk = e2nkilN h = 0, l)...) N - 1. , 
(25) 
We are, therefore, concerned in the case of the circulant matrix (19) with the 
location of the zeros of the polynomial 
(6:’ + &)z + * * * + &Q+? (26) 
Thus, if no wk is a zero of (26), then (19) is not singular. 
Pursuing the analogy with the real case, we set 
@,(z) = z(&’ + &% + *** + c&P), (27) 
and then modify @, to obtain a polynomial Y,(z) which has real coefficients. 
To this end we prove 
LEMMA 1. ~lcn)ei(n-2)(n-1-2k)a/4 is real, K = 0, I,..., n - 1. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction. For 12 = 2 we have 
$8”) = #i2) = 1 and here the assertion is clearly true. The assumption of 
validity for 71 leads by (22) to the conclusion that 
+ 
(n+l),(n-l)(n-2k-2)la/4 = eh-l)h-2k-2ho/4 . 
kfl 
+ yy-; $&/ 
n 
= sin~n~~~a/2[d~)e(R-2)("-2k-l)~~/~ 
+ 
Sin~nna2)2a/2[d~le("-2)(~-2k-3)~~/4] 
is real. (We note that (22) remains valid for k = - 1 and k = n if we define 
41:’ = #T’ = 0.) This completes the proof. 
We now define the modified polynomial 
where 
*p = 
g,(p),-kih-2hl2 
(n) * 
54l 
Then we have directly from (22) 
LEMMA 2. For the modifid coefficients #fl”‘, 
w-9 
(29) 
4 b&+1) = k+l 
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Next we demonstrate by induction the property 
LEMMA 3. 
k, *y = 1, *p>o, ;f we&. 
Proof. We have $p) = 1 from (29) and #h2) = #j2) = +,“) = $1”) 
If we assume that $p) = #rlimk , IE = 0, l,..., n - 1, then by (30) we 
1. 
Eive 
The positivity also follows by induction if (Y < ~/(n + 1). _ 
Incidentally, the quantities $p’ are directly associated with the @” of the 
real case. From (30)) as 01-j 0, we obtain 
i+y #k+l h+1) = (n - h) lii tp) + (h + 2) lii I)& ) 
and we note that 
lii $Q’ = @‘. 
We seek next to obtain a recurrence relation for the polynomials Y,,(z), 
analogous to the corresponding property of the Hille polynomials [7] 
in the real case. We have by (30) 
1 
n-2 e(n-k)ia/2 _ e-(n-k)ia12 
Yn+1(4 = z 1 + c 
k=O 
&u/2 _ @xl2 *I?) 
+ 
e(k+2h/2 _ e-(k+2)ia/2 
&d2 _ e-ior12 *iif1 + 2 (31) 
= 1 _ ze-(n+l)ia/2 
Yn(xeiOL12) - 
1 _ xe(n+l)ia/2 
eiar12 _ e-ial2 eid2 _ e--id2 
Yn(xe-ia/2). 
Also from Lemma 3 we have directly 
LEMMA 4. The zeros of Y,(x) diferent from 0, - 1 occur in reciprocal 
pairs. 
We are now in a position to prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. The non-zero roots of Y,(z) = 0 are real, negative and 
distinct provided 01 < 27r/n. The quantity - 1 is a root iff n is even. 
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Proof. We again proceed by induction; the statement is easily verified 
for n = 2, 3,4. Here we have as coefficients for Yn(z)/z: 
n = 2, 1 1 
n = 3, 1 4 cos a/2 1 
n=4, 1 5 + 6 cos a 5 + 6 cos a 1 
We assume that the zeros of Y,(Z) are real, distinct, and (except for 0) 
negative. Denote those on (- 1,O) by y1 , r2 ,..., Y@:
For n odd, p = (n - 1)/2 and the remaining zeros are I/r, ,..., l/r, , l/r, , 0; 
fornoddp=(n- 2)/2 and the remaining zeros are l/r, ,..., l/r,, - 1, 0. 
Between each pair of successive roots is located a zero of Yn’(x) on the 
negative real axis. These finite critical points of Y&Z) are all simple zeros of 
Y,‘(z). Through each of these pass two level curves of R(Y&)) and two of 
J(Yn(z)) (the latter are necessarily part of the locus 9(Y&)) = 0). 
The point at CO is a branch point of YJz) through which all these curves 
pass. The locus of ~(Y&z)) = 0 consists of the real axis together with curves 
perpendicular to the real axis at the finite critical points, symmetric in the 
real axis, and asymptotic to the directions &r/n and (272 - A)-+, k = 1, 2,..., 
n - 1. 
In (31) write 
so that with x real, 
yn(x&P) = un(xeia12) + ivn(xeia12), 
ly,(xe-ial2) = un(xeim/2) - iwlz(xei”‘2). 
Then from (31) 
Yn+dx) = 
xsin(n+1)01/2U +l -xcos(n+1)01/2 
sin 0112 n sin 0112 % * (32) 
At a branch point of Y&Z) on the negative real axis, Y&X), taken along the 
negative real axis, has a maximum (or minimum). Along the level curve of 
S(Ym(z)) = 0 through this branch point, ~~(2) = W(Y&)) has a minimum 
(or maximum). Thus, U,(Z) has the same sign all along this branch of the 
locus .qY&)) = 0. 
Denote the critical point between yp and 0 by 5, , between rj and rj+, by 
& (j = 1,2,...,p - 1). If xseiai2 and xPe+i2 are the points in which the 
branch of V,(Z) = 0 through t2, is cut by the lines through 0 inclined at 
409/3312-2 
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(w/2 and - (u/2 to the positive real axis, then ?Pn+,(xD) and YJx,) have opposite 
signs by (31). Hence Ym+,(x) has a real zero between x9 and 0. Next, Y,Jx) 
has opposite signs at 4,-i and [,, .Hence, so does Ym+r(x), and so Y,,+,(x) 
has a zero between these. Continue in this way to the left. The final step 
is to note that for large negative x, Y,+,(x) and ‘y,(x) have opposite signs, so 
that Y,+,(x) has a zero to the left of x, where xeiala nd xe-ia/2 are the inter- 
sections of the inclined rays through 0 with the branch of w&z) = 0 through 
the left-most branch point. Thus, ul,,, has it negative real zeros and the 
proof is complete. 
We note the role of the condition (Y < 27r/(n + 1) in keeping the coefficient 
of u, in (32) negative. The quantity - 1 cannot be a zero of YJx), n odd, for 
by Lemma.4 it would necessarily be a double zero, and this is made impossible 
by the count of zeros resulting from the preceding induction proof. 
Inasmuch as 
the following corollary results in consequence of Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY. The non-zero roots of G&(z) = 0 lie along the ray from the 
origin having direction - (n - 2) cu/2provided N > n. The quantity e-(n-8)h/2 
isazeroz~niseven. 
EXISTENCE OF POLYNOMIAL SPLINE~ 
The property of the existence of polynomial splines of odd degree with 
equi-spaced knots on the unit circle can now be established. The proof 
follows the pattern set previously for real periodic polynomial splines on 
uniform meshes ([4], pp. 133ff). 
THEOREM 3. Complex polynomial splines of degree n having equispaced 
knots on the unit circle xist if n is odd and N > n. If n is even, N > n, the 
spline xists if N (the number of mesh intervals) isodd. 
Proof. The eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix for a spline of degree n, 
given by (25) in general, are the quantities 
(j 
k 
= @nbJk) 
, 
wk = etakilN, h = 0, l,..., N - 1. 
If n is odd and (Y < 237/N, then - e-i(*-s)a/a = e-i(+a)alN is not a zero of 
@&) and the matrix is non-singular. If n is even and if a < 2w/n, then 
- e-(n-a)ia/a isan eigenvalue only if N is even. 
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We note in the complex case of equidistant knots on the unit circle that the 
restriction OL (LX < 24n) is equivalent to n < N. In the case of the periodic 
real spline on uniform meshes, the condition n < N is employed in the proof, 
although not necessary. 
INVERSE OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
It is possible to set forth in rather simple form the inverse of the coefficient 
matrix in (18). We assume that n is odd, n = 2m + 1, although the method 
used is applicable when n is even and the matrix is non-singular. 
J 
(33) 
where (fN+j =h) 
(34) 
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We write the inverse matrix as the circulant matrix (/3 = (n - 2) 42) 
(35) 
If we multiply (35) on the left by the coefficient matrix in (33), we obtain 
&a, + $m+laN-,e(N-l)iS + 9.. + ~ZmaN-me(N-m)i6 + +oameim8 
+ -*a +&la,eis = 1, 
qLaleis + +,+,a0 + $m+2aN-le(N+1)ie 
+ ..a + +2maN-m+le(N-m+1)iB + +oa,+lei(m+l)s + *a* + +m-la2e2iQ = 0, 
. . . 9 
+mam-le(m-l)is + .*. + +2m-la0 + 42maN-le(n-1)i8 + ~oa2m-le(2m-1)i6 
+ e.0 + t$m-lamemis = 0, 
d ,namemiB + *** + +zmao + +Oa2me2miB + *mm + +m-lam+le(m+l)@B = 0, 
. . . 
~maN~m~lek-m-l~iB + . . . + ~2naaN-2m-le(N-2m-1)iS + ~oaN-le(N-l)i~ 
+ **a + +m--laN--me(N-m)iB = 0, 
$,,pNwme(N-m)iB + +.a + +2maN--2me(N-2m)iB + cjoao + $laN-le(N-l)iB 
+ *-- + &+laN-m+le(N-m+l)iS = 0, 
. . . , 
(36) 
~maN-l&J-l)iE + . . . + +2maN-n-le(N-~-l)iB + $oam-le(m-l)ifl 
+ --- ++m-lao = 0. 
The (m + 1)th through the (N - m)th of these equations are satisfied by 
a, = A,Y,’ + *a* + A,Y,” + B,YT’ + *** + BmyGk, (37) 
where I/Y, ,..., l/r, , rl ,..., Y, are the roots of the equation 
1 + &Y + *** + &Ym + -*- + $blY2m--1 + Y2m = 0; (38) 
that is, of 
+. + fj,re-@ + +2(ye-iS)2 + l -* + $2,(re-*B)2m = 0. (39) 
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We define a, outside the range 0 < p < N - 1 by 
p = - 1, - 2,...; p = N - 2m, N - 2m + l,... . The a, given by (37) 
satisfy this difference quation (40). 
Substitution from (40) into the first nz and last m of equations (36) gives 
(eN@ = - 1) 
- $m+le-iO(a-l + uNel) - “’ - 42me-mi6(u-m + UN-,) = 1, 
- #,+2e-is(u-1 + aNvl) - “’ - +2me-(m-1)iB(u-m+l  aN-m+l) = 0, 
. . . , 
together with 
- +2me-iB(u-1 + uNml) = 0, 
4o(ao + UN) = 0, 
+o(% + uN+l) ei5 f (/da0 + aN> = Op 
. . . > 
+o(um-l + aN+rnel) e(m-l)iB + “’ +‘$,&a0 + aN> =o. 
Hence 
a, + ++k = O, (k = - m + 1, - m + 2,..., m - l), 
a-, + UN-, = - e 
Thus, from (37), for k = - m, - m + l,..., m - 1, 
A1(YIN + 1) Ilk + *** + A&/ + 1) Ymk + B,(r;N + 1) r;” 
+ *** + Bm(riN + 1) rGk = a-,,,(- em@/&;). 
(41) 
Cramer’s Rule gives directly 
-1 
MiN + 1) = - 
r1 ,a*-, rj-1 , yj+1 ,..., rm , r1 ,..., G3 
q,, 
.*-, r, , r; 
1 ,..., r;l;') 
' rjm, 
(421 
q(r;N + 1) = - 
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Here 
so that 
2ma 
pit3 SilZ- 2 
em* sin- 
2 
yQ-= 
( 1 
sin? 
am ’ 
2 
(43) 
Thus 
A, = 
Bj = ‘jN 
t;” + 1 
Set 
R, = 
= (1 + YjN) n (1 - VP) n (b - Yj) * 
P pfi 
Then 
an = $ R,(Y~-’ - rjk) = - aNek . 
5-l 
(45) 
Thus 
= C(a, , aleiB ,..., aN-le(N-l)iS) * n! 
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THE FUNDAMENTAL SPLINES 
A basis for the set of complex polynomial splines of degree n = 2m + 1 
on the mesh d : {to , t, ,..., t -,}, t, = ekior, 01= 27r/N, is the set of splines 
(A,(t) lj = 0, l,..., N - 1) with 
4ttk) = hk (k = 0, l,..., N - 1;j = 0, l,..., N - 1). 
We construct here this set of fundamental splines. 
We note first hat 
f&(t) = Ao(te--), 
and we restrict ourselves to the determination of A,(t). If we designate 
Mk = Ap2(tK) (47) 
and (cf. (34)) 
4 = n![~o(tmn+k)v.-> 4(twn+dl, 
then from (46) we have 
(48) 
Mk = c+,,-~~=(~-~)~B d,, + a** + uN-le(N-l)iB dkel + a, dk + *a* 
+ uN-k-le(N-k-1)i6 dNml , 
(49) 
where /J = (n - 2) or/2. 
Now 
d, = m+k n! 
ru+k (to - td 
(_ l)k n! e-knia12 
= -- 
22WZ[sin5..*sin (m~k)a]2sin(m-~+1)a ...sin(m :k)a 
for 1 < k < m, 
dmEamn! = 
(- 1)” n! e-mnial2 
g (to - tD) 22m [sin +J- .a* sin $E]’ 
d (- 1) 
k n! ekninJ2 
Nk= -- 
2am sin 5 (m-k)a 
2 
. ..sin 
2 
I 2sin(m-k++1)or..,sinSm+k)cu 
2 2 
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for 1 Q R < m, 
also dk = 0 for m < k < N - m. 
Thus by (49) 
Mk = aN-k-me(N-k-m)iB d,+,, + ..* + aN-k--le(N-k-l)iB d,-, + aN-ke(N-k’i6 d,, 
+ .‘a + aNele(N-1)i6 dkmI + a, dk + *** f a,,+,g?(m-k)iB d, 
(0 < k < m), 
= aN-k-me(N-k-m)i@ dNFrn + -a* + aN-k-le(N-k-l)iB dNmI 
+ aN-ke(N-k)i6 do + . . . + aNmk+,,#N--k+m)i6 & (m < k < N - m), 
= aBN-k--me(2N-k--m)iB dNmm + a.* + aN-le(N-l)iB dk-, + a,, dk + 1.. 
+ aN-k-le(N-k-l)i@ dNmI + a&ke’N-k’“8 do j- *** 
+ aN-k+me(N-k+m)iB d, , (N-m<k<N-1), (51) 
where we have used a, = - a, . Also we note MNek = mk . 
For the cubic, 
al = dNel = _ 3! e2ia’2 , do = 
3! 
4 sin f sin 01 4 sin2 ; ’ 
while 
sin fi sin 01 
ak = R(rN-” - rk), 
R = (1 + rN;(l - r2) ,,,2, 2 
( 1 
’ 
2 
where r is the numerically smaller root of ~2 + 4r COS(CX/~) + 1 = 0. Thus 
M, = 
- 3! R 
4 sin F sin OL I 
(rN-l-r)2COS01-2coS~(TN-l) 
2 
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and, for O<k<N-1, 
Mk = - 31 RfrkiB (y”-kx _ rkl}, h = e-W + 
4 sin + sin OL 
For the quintic, 
reia - 2 cos q. 
d,,r--2 = 
51 @ia 
* 
24 sin f 
4a 
d = 2, 
. . . sin - 
2 
d,..,-1 = 
- 51 e5irr/2 
= 
24 (sin 5)” sin $ sin $ 
4 
do = 
5! 
24 (sin + sin g)” ’ 
with 
ak = RI@;“-” - Q”) + R,(v:-~ - ~2’). 
Then 
MO = 
5! 401 
sin 2a 
a2 * 2 cos 201 - a, __ 2 cos ci 
Z4 sin AY *-- - 
2 
sin 
2 
sin ” 
2 
3or 
sin - sin 201 
+ a0 
2 
I 
, 
sin 2 sin cx 
2 
301 
M, = 
5! f+ 
a++ 
sin 201 
sin - sin 2or 
2 
- - a2eia + al 
24 sin f --- sin - 401 
2 I sin -E 2 sin 5 2 sin (II 
sin 2a? -- 
sin 2 
e-iaao + e-2iua 
2 
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and we may write, for 2 < k < N - 2 
Mk = 5! e-kiB 
24 sin f 
& wy~-k~l - ~Ik~,l + 4[Ckb - 4Q>, 
e.e sin - 
2 
3a 
sin - sin 2ar 
A. = yTaezia - yrlei= sin 2a: 3 3 3 + 2 
sin 5- 
2 
sin -E sin cx 
2 
sin 2~4 - y,e-iD ~ 
sin -E 
+ yj2e-2iae 
2 
The final step is to construct for A,(t) the polynomial of the first section, 
A,(0 - QW 
This is the polynomial p(t) of degree 2m such that p(zm)(t) = M,, and 
i@k) = &(tk) - QW (k = 0, l,..., 2m - 1). 
We have by the Lagrange Interpolation Formula 
(52) 
For the cubic 
p(t) = 1 - [ 1 + 2M03T M1 h12] y + $ (t - to)2. 
For the quintic 
(t - h) (f - f2) (t - t3) 
m = l * (to - tl) (to - tJ (to - t,) +[- 5!h, l 4! 4 Ml -MO A5 Moh4 
0 - to> (1 - t2) 0 - t3) 
x (h - to) (t1 - CJ 01 - t3) 
+ [- 5!hl 
Ml - Mo (h, + h,)S - & ( M2 ; M1 _ M1 ; Mo ) h,5 
2 1 
- + (4 + M4] 
(t - to) 0 - 4) (t - t3) 
(t2 - to) (12 - t1) Q2 - ta) 
-i-- 
[ 
M;!/IIMo (h, + h, + hi)5 - $ ( M2 h, Mo - M1 n, Mo ) 
x (h2 + h,)5 - & (““h, M2 - M2h;“‘) h35 - $+ (4 + h, + hrJ4] . 
(t - to> P - tl> (1 - t2) Mo 
x (t3 - to) (f - tl) (t, - t2) + 4! @ - to)4. 
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BOUND FOR THE NORM 
A bound for the norm of the inverse of the coefficient matrix is given here, 
recognizing that this may be decreased as a result of closer examination of the 
properties of the roots yj. From (44) and (45) a bound for this norm is 
found to be 
= El I Rj I s [l - (- yj)N’2]2, N even 
= !+ I 4 I +$$ (1 + YjN), N odd. 
Here 
P P#5 ( 1 
sin -!I!- 
2 
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